COMPANY PROFILE

MIMEDIS AG is a privately held Swiss Medical Device Company located in Basel. MIMEDIS focuses on design and manufacture of patient specific bone implants and offers unrivalled services for surgeons by using novel design strategies and flexible production processes. The company is dedicated to patient specific medical devices and is collaboratively working with surgeons of any bone related disciplines.

CONTACT US

Mimedis AG
Hochbergerstrasse 60c
CH-4057 Basel

www.mimedis.com/contact

www.mimedis.com
MIMEDIS SURGICAL SOLUTIONS – CMF

MIMEDIS has established expertise in personalized design of custom made implants for different CMF applications. We invite you to explore how our company can assist you in performing your next complex CMF reconstructive surgeries.

CUTTING GUIDES

Complex osteotomies or bone reconstructions request for different individual planning steps. MIMEDIS is supporting surgeons and will collaboratively develop cutting guides and drill guides upon individual planning steps.

PREOPERATIVE PLANNING MODELS

Medical imaging, such as CT or MR, and its transformation into 3D models has become a standard for diagnosis and personalized surgery treatment. 3D printed physical models are used as custom anatomical models for the planning of complex interventions. We can transform your medical images and provide plastic models of your patients’ individual bone situation. These models could be used for communication with patients and their relatives but they can also be used for the exchange with surgeon colleagues or to pre-bend standard plates and other surgical tools.

YOUR BENEFITS

- Collaborative planning
- Individualized solutions
- Save time in the OR
- Fast delivery

COLLABORATIVE PRODUCTS

Complementary to CMF applications, MIMEDIS will be your preferred partner for innovative individualized surgical treatment. Inexistent or nonsatisfying standard treatment products and procedures are our motivation to support you in developing new and improved solutions. Please contact us and explore our expertise.

MIMEDIS’ SERVICE AND PRODUCTS WILL DOUBTLESSLY INCREASE TREATMENT OUTCOMES
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